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absTracT: The subject of the research covers the problem of morphological changes in former villages incorporated into 
the city on the example of Łódź. The first objective of the article is to analyse the urban development of the city, taking 
into account the territorial changes and incorporation of villages. The second objective includes the analysis of morpho-
logical changes in former villages that have taken place after their incorporation into the city since the mid-twentieth 
century. The study required analysis of source materials in the form of preserved historical maps and today’s plans, 
legal acts, planning documents and chosen statistical data. The analysis of changes in the spatial structure of villages 
incorporated into the city was possible mainly thanks to the retrogressive, as well as progressive method. The article 
also uses the method of morphological analysis of the city plan based on the Conzenian tradition of urban morphology. 
The study applies the typology of rural settlement patterns, taking into account the issue of morphological changes 
and relics of morphological features from the period before the incorporation into the city. It is characteristic that the 
transformation process of rural settlement patterns took place in different ways and with various intensity depending 
mostly on the scale of urbanisation processes. It was possible to distinguish the orthomorphic transformations, where 
all spatial modifications were mainly additions and did not destroy the morphogenetic core, so the former layouts 
have been preserved almost completely, semi-metamorphic transformations, where spatial reorganisation was con-
siderable, but not total, and clear relics of the historical rural settlement pattern have been saved, and metamorphic 
transformations, in which almost all elements of the former morphological structure have been completely erased and 
the former layouts have been totally changed.
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Introduction

The subject of the research covers the problem 
of incorporation and morphological changes in 
former villages on the example of Łódź within 
its current administrative borders. Studies on the 

transformation of spatial structures of rural set-
tlements are needed from many points of view. 
Regional research and comparative analyses on 
this issue provide better opportunities for intro-
ducing more efficient ways of urban planning. 
At the same time, the identification of changes 
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in rural settlement patterns, taking into account 
their directions and strength of transformations, 
provides the basis for a better implementation of 
local policies in relation to the protection of the 
historical layout of former villages. The first ob-
jective of the article is to analyse the incorporation 
of neighbouring rural areas into the city of Łódź 
in the context of urban development. They were 
examined on the basis of available legal acts and 
archival maps and then shown using cartograph-
ic methods. In the context of urban changes, it 
was possible to analyse the chronology of in-
corporation of individual rural settlements into 
the city and the length of their transformation 
process after the change of administrative sta-
tus. The second objective includes the analysis 
of morphological changes in former villages that 
have taken place after their incorporation into the 
city since the mid-twentieth century.

Materials and methods

The study of incorporations and morpholog-
ical changes of former villages required analysis 
of historical source materials in the form of pre-
served maps from various periods of the city’s 
development, legal acts, planning documents 
and selected statistical data.

The research covered former villages with-
in the borders of today’s Łódź. The main study 
involved the examination of the entire collection 
of villages that had been incorporated into the 
city since the end of World War II. Their histor-
ical spatial arrangement was compared with the 
modern form of layout, using historical maps 
from the interwar period and today’s cartograph-
ic sources. Detailed topographic maps issued by 
the Military Geographic Institute in the scale of 
1:25,000 and modern cartographic maps on the 
same scale were used. Historical maps were 
available in the form of German copies made dur-
ing World War II. Map sheets (P41 S29 D, G and 
H; P42 S29 A and B) are well preserved in many 
reprints. The author used maps collected in the 
library of the Faculty of Geographical Sciences of 
the University of lodz1. For comparative purpos-

1 Mapa Szczegółowa Polski [Detailed Map of Poland], 
Wojskowy Instytut Geograficzny [Military Geograph-
ic Institute], German copies: Reichsamt für Lande-

es, the author used the topographic background 
on the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.
pl, containing current spatial information.

Thanks to the analysis of maps, it was possi-
ble to identify general morphological changes in 
the built-up area and communication system that 
have occurred in all the villages which were in-
corporated into Łódź after World War II. The re-
search of the field layout was not included due to 
the limited availability of detailed geodetic maps 
for all villages before World War II. Based on the 
analysis of maps for individual villages, three dif-
ferent categories of settlement units were identi-
fied, which showed clear differences in terms of 
the degree of spatial transformation. Two former 
villages were randomly selected from each group 
and studied in detail. This analysis was based not 
only on available maps, but also included other 
source materials regarding changes in spatial de-
velopment in the last few decades.

Qualitative methods were mainly used in the 
article (Merriam 2009). The analysis of changes in 
the spatial structure of villages incorporated into 
the city was possible mainly thanks to the retro-
gressive method. It is a reconstruction of the facts 
based on retroactive inference. Having informa-
tion on the development or disappearance of 
certain phenomena for a given period, elements 
of the earlier spatial structure can be identified 
based on historical sources. In this way, the initial 
elements and subsequent development stages 
are reconstructed (Sauer 1941; Gulley 1961; Bloch 
1966; Baker 1968, 1975). The author of the article 
also used progressive methods. In this context, a 
comparative analysis of the cartographic record 
in the form of a sequence of preserved plans with 
available historical materials was made. In this 
way it was possible to explain the changes of 
elements of later origin and to follow the entire 
urban development process (Jäger 1968; Baker, 
Butlin 1973). The method of the morphological 
analysis of the city plan was also applied in the 
article (Conzen 1962, 1968). This allowed iden-
tifying any changes in the spatial structure and 

saufnahme, 1:25 000, sheets: P42 S29 A: 1936 (copy 
from 1940), P41 S29 G: 1935/1936 (copy from 1940), 
P41 S29 H: 1936 (copy from 1940), P41 S29 D: 1935 
(copy from 1940), P42 S29 B: 1936 (copy from 1940), 
Biblioteka Wydziału Nauk Geograficznych Uniwer-
sytetu Łódzkiego [Library of the Faculty of Geograph-
ical Sciences of the University of Lodz].
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development of the city. A comparative and dy-
namic analysis was made on the basis of linear 
morphological elements (streets, internal bor-
ders) and surface elements (including plots, ur-
ban blocks) in terms of shape, size and methods of 
use. In the interpretation of the examined varia-
bility, factors and processes affecting the dynam-
ics of morphological elements were taken into ac-
count (larkham, Conzen 2014). A very important 
stage of the research procedure was also a field 
study, thanks to which it was possible to collect 
additional source materials and verify data based 
on archival and modern maps (Rippon 2013). The 
results of the study also included an attempt at 
typology of rural settlement patterns, taking into 
account the morphological changes and relics of 
spatial features from the period before the incor-
poration into the city.

Theoretical background

The beginning of the discussion concerning 
the issues of morphology and physiognomy of 
settlements dates back to the end of the 19th cen-
tury (Schlüter 1899). The problem of morphol-
ogy was examined separately with reference to 
various types of settlements, both rural and ur-
ban forms. In the case of rural settlements, the 
research concentrates on the issue of origin and 
the relations between elements which make up 
for the spatial structure of a village, as well as 
the spatial distribution of settlements and their 
types (Lienau 1973; Szulc 1995; Tkocz 1998). For 
the purposes of the article, a terminological ap-
proach was adopted, proposed by Koter (1994a: 
26–31) and widely recognised by researchers, 
according to which morphology is one of the 
subdisciplines of geography which analyses the 
external and internal structure of settlement. In a 
broad sense, it includes a physiognomy, in a nar-
row sense morphological studies and morphoge-
netic research. In this context, the physiognomy 
focuses on the description and interpretation of 
external landscape features; morphology in a nar-
row sense deals with the analysis of elements of 
spatial composition and morphogenesis is aimed 
at the origin and reconstruction of historical spa-
tial layout. Contemporary research concerning 
the morphology, both in Poland and worldwide, 
is generally based on the methods of analyses 

of town plans, also known as Conzenian meth-
ods (Conzen 1962, 1968; Whitehand 1992, 2001; 
Koter, Kulesza 2010; Szmytkie 2014). Studies 
on the issues of morphology of settlement in 
Poland are very extensive and include many sci-
entific schools, representing various theoretical 
and methodological trends. According to Figlus 
(2018: 168), four basic research directions can be 
distinguished: monographical-regional (aimed at 
studying particular settlement units or their col-
lection within a particular area), problem-orient-
ed (concentrating on selected planning aspects 
or particular morphogenetic factors), theoreti-
cal-methodological (attempting to understand 
the entirety of the process of development of 
spatial layouts via different methods and ap-
proaches), and synthetic-typological (aimed at 
creating comprehensive overviews and typolo-
gies on the basis of comparative studies). As far 
as morphological works are concerned, there are 
a number of scientific approaches observable: 
morphogenetic (i.e. a reconstruction of the over-
all circumstances of emergence and development 
of settlement forms), morphofunctional (i.e. an 
explanation of variability of rural or urban forms 
regarding the evolution of their socio-economic 
function), morphostructural (i.e. the study on the 
planning elements from the perspective of their 
spatial relations), and morphochorological (at-
tempting to identify the types of rural or urban 
forms in time).

The literature on the historical suburban area 
that has been incorporated into the city is very 
broad and includes many theoretical problems, 
concerning terminology and research methods as 
well as specific empirical studies. This problem is 
often analysed in the context of the urban sprawl 
process and the concept of rural-urban contin-
uum (Clawson 1962; Reissman 1970; Connel 
1074; Squires 2002; Woods 2005). In Polish re-
search on urbanisation of villages near the city 
or within its borders, the issue of defining and 
general considerations of this process were often 
taken into account (e.g. Prochownik 1975; Koter 
1985; Liszewski 1987; Dziegieć 1995; Bański 2005, 
2012; Maik 2012; Kacprzak, Staszewska 2011; 
Staszewska 2012). The suburban zone develops: 
within the administrative boundaries of the city 
(internal suburbanisation), in areas of the core 
city that are still free to invest; outside the city 
limits (urban fringe) characterised by a relative 
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spatial continuity of investment; and outside the 
direct administrative neighbourhood of the city 
(urban-rural fringe), with a predominance of ex-
tensive forms of land use (lisowski, Grochowski 
2009). Thus, the historical suburban area is the ef-
fect of the incorporation of the village into the city 
based on an administrative decision, and further 
the process of converging the village into the city, 
taking into account socio-economic structures but 
also in physiognomic and morphological terms 
(Sokołowski 1999). The issue of morphological 
transformations of former rural settlements and 
suburban zone were quite often examined in 
studies of large Polish cities, such as Wrocław, 
Warsaw, Poznań, Lublin (e.g. Golachowski 
1966; Rakowski 1975; Miszewska 1996, 2002; 
Jakóbczyk-Gryszkiewicz 1998; Wesołowska 2006; 
Bański, Wesołowska 2010; Kacprzak, Staszewska 
2008; Szmytkie 2011; Kajdanek 2011; Mantey 
2011; Szczepańska, Wilkaniec 2014; Sobotka 
2014; Miszewska, Szmytkie 2015, 2017). The pro-
cess of spatial transformation of the villages near 
Łódź was also undertaken by researchers (e.g. 
Straszewicz 1954; Jakóbczyk-Gryszkiewicz 1991; 
Matczak 1991; Wójcik 2006, 2013). The reference 
basis for the article are primarily the works of 
Koter (1976, 1979, 1994b) concerning the mor-
phogenesis of villages within the borders of Łódź 
and their persistence in the urban landscape.

Process of incorporation of rural 
settlements in the context of urban 
development of Łódź

The urban development of Łódź can be di-
vided into several basic development stages. 
The first covers the pre-industrial period to the 
beginning of the 19th century. Łódź as a village 
was probably established in the Middle Ages and 
organised under German law in the linear form. 
This episcopal settlement was transformed into 
a small town on the opposite bank of the River 
Łódka in the early 15th century. The town was 
characterised by the poor economic develop-
ment. For this reason, the economic life in Łódź 
was mainly based on the cultivation of land. The 
spatial layout was compact and concentrated 
around the market place and church square, with 
a few outgoing streets and covered about 800 ha 
of the arable fields (Zand 1931; Koter 1976, 2002a).

The second stage of the city’s development be-
gan in the first half of the 19th century and was 
associated with the first industrial settlements. At 
the beginning, a clothmakers’ settlement, called 
Nowe Miasto (New Town), was established. The 
colony was given a compact, geometrical shape 
and it had a marketplace of the original octagonal 
shape, unique in Poland. All buildings were archi-
tecturally uniform and they combined residential 
and production functions. A few years later, be-
tween 1824–1827, a second textile settlement was 
established. It was a linen-cotton colony named 
Łódka, located along the axis of the Piotrków 
route. Łódka was arranged based on a totally dif-
ferent spatial and functional plan resulting from 
the production cycle, starting from the prepara-
tion of raw materials to production of yarn and 
woven fabrics to complex finishing processes. 
It was necessary to incorporate into the city the 
entire village of Wólka and the mill settlements 
of Kulom-Piła, Lamus, Księży Młyn, Wójtowski 
Młyn and Araszt. Later on, new settlements were 
formed due to the expansion of textile factories, 
called Nowa Łódka or Böhmische Linie after its 
Czech settlers. In 1828, another colony was estab-
lished named Ślązaki to mark the Silesian origins 
of its inhabitants. Despite the crisis that followed, 
the collapse of the November Uprising, Łódź 
continued its dynamic expansion. In 1840 Nowa 
Dzielnica (New District) was established on the 
incorporated land. It was arranged into a dense 
grid of streets. Nowa Dzielnica’s axis ran along 
Główna Street, where the central place of the dis-
trict – Wodny Rynek was located. The establish-
ment of this quarter was the last organised and 
rational urban planning effort in the 19th-cen-
tury urban history of Łódź (Koter 1969, 2002b; 
Rynkowska 1960; Kossmann 1966).

In the second half of the 19th century, the 
phase of large-scale factory development of the 
city began. During this period, Łódź evolved 
from a compound small-town factory settlement 
into a large urban centre, whose spatial structure 
gradually took the form of a metropolitan land-
scape. The urbanisation process was naturally 
correlated with the industrial growth of the city 
and large-scale migrations caused by the enfran-
chisement of peasants in 1864. It is worth adding 
that despite the rapid demographic development 
of Łódź for over 60 years until the beginning of 
the 20th century, there were no changes in the 
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administrative boundaries of the city. The local 
authorities’ control over the city’s development 
was very limited. Still, outside the city limits were 
located such crucial and urbanised complexes as 
industrial Widzew, and in particular the rapid-
ly growing working-class suburban district of 
Bałuty and Chojny. Starting from the mid-centu-
ry, due to the increasingly widespread use of the 
steam engine, the factories were erected wherev-
er space was available. Some industrial complex-
es constituted also the separate residential areas 
for workers (Wesołowski 2002a; Stefański 2001; 
Popławska 1992).

The changes in the city’s administrative terri-
tory did not occur until the early 20th century. In 
1906 the Russian authorities decided to incorpo-
rate new areas into the city, at the expense of the 
surrounding rural settlements, which had not been 
part of the Łódź territory before. The areas which 
were incorporated, completely or partly, includ-
ed the following settlements (in the geographical 
order): from the Radogoszcz commune – Żubardź 
and part of Doły; from the Chojny commune – 
part of the villages of Widzew and Dąbrowa, and 
Dąbrówa Mała; from the Brus commune – part of 
the villages of Brus, Karolew, Rokicie Stare and 
Rokicie Nowe. As a result of those incorporations, 
the area of the city increased from 2,739 to 3,811 
ha. However, this territorial development did not 
respond to the current needs of Łódź, because it 
included mainly the western, industrial and ur-
banised part of Widzew and J. Heinzel’s and J. 
Kunitzer’s factories with the workers’ colony, ex-
cluding the larger urbanised suburbs (Koter 1980: 
191; Bandurka 1995: 59)2.

During World War I, by the decision of the 
German Police President von Oppen from 1915, 
the following rural areas were incorporated into 
the city: from the Radogoszcz commune – parts 
of the villages of Żabieniec and Radogoszcz, part 
of the Radogoszcz grange, part of the Julianów 
grange, the villages of Bałuty Nowe, Bałuty Stare, 
and Bałuty Kolonia, the Marysin grange; from 
the commune of Nowosolna: part of the village 
Antoniew Stoki; from the commune of Chojny: 
parts of the villages of Widzew, Zarzew, Dąbrowa, 

2 Plan zemiel prisojediniennych k gorodu lodzi, with 
the scale of 1:8,400, by a surveyor, Hilary Szymański 
of 1907 (The State Archive in Lodz, cartographic col-
lection, Catalogue Number (CN) 627 and 628).

Chojny (Julianów) and the Chojny grange; from 
the Brus commune: parts of the villages of Rokicie 
Stare, Rokicie Nowe and Rokicie Wójtostwo, and 
part of the Brus grange.The analysed changes 
were finally approved in 1927 and 1935 by the 
Polish authorities. As a result of this documents, 
the area of the city increased from 3,811 hectares 
to 5,875 ha3 (Bandurka 1995: 69; Koter 1980: 191).

The interwar period brought to Łódź indus-
trial stagnation and the need to restructure the 
economy. Despite the difficult situation, the city 
experienced a significant population increase 
and massive territorial expansion, predominant-
ly due to single-family housing developments.

Numerous public buildings representing mod-
ernist architecture were developed. In the inter-
war period there was a significant development 
of infrastructure, primarily the water supply sys-
tem designed by lindley, as well as the gas and 
electricity networks, which expanded also into 
the suburbs. In that period the development of 
new housing estates in the peripheral and subur-
ban areas of the city is observed. This process was 
initiated by the housing cooperatives, diocesan 
authorities, and the Workers’ Estates Association 
(Towarzystwo Osiedli Robotniczych). In this con-
text, several estates from this period are worth 
mentioning. All of them were built according 
to a single urban plan and architectural design, 
dedicated to middle-class groups, mainly public 
service officials or to a broader working class, 
such as the J. Montwiłł-Mirecki estate in Polesie 
Konstantynowskie, and new housing estates in 
the area of historical rural manors: Marysin and 
Stoki. Due to the collapse of the Heinzels’ empire, 
the large Julianów estate in Radogoszcz was also 
parcelled out for single-family housing develop-
ments (Wesołowski 2002b; Koter 2009).

During World War II the Nazis incorporated 
Łódź into the German Reich, part of so called 
Warthegau, and in 1940 they changed its name to 
litzmannstadt. At the same time, they extended 
the city territory almost four times, from 58.8 km2 

3 Map of the territorial development of Lodz in 1821–
1915, prepared in the Division of Measurements of 
the Municipal Council of the city of lodz (The State 
Archive in Lodz, Cartographic collection, CN 2971; 
the Notice of the Lodz voivode of 11 May 1935 on 
the recognition and establishment of the boundaries 
of Lodz city , Łódzki Dziennik Wojewódzki No. 10 of 
1935, item 151.
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to 212 km2 (Bandurka 1995: 106). It is a paradox, 
but for the second time in the history of Łódź, 
its serious spatial problems were solved by the 
German occupant. The Nazi authorities’ decisions 
regarding the incorporations were based not only 
on urban planning but also on political reasons. 
They wanted to strengthen the German element 
in Łódź by incorporating former settlements and 
colonies inhabited by German settlers. The deci-
sions taken by the occupational authorities were 
annulled immediately after the war, However, at 
the end of 1945, The Council of Ministers issued a 
directive regarding the expansion of Łódź, which 
was put in practice on 13th February 1946 and it 
confirmed the territorial changes made during the 
war. The following villages, colonies and grang-
es were incorporated into Łódź at that time (in 
the geographical order), starting from the north: 
Radogoszcz, Kolonia Radogoszcz, Łagiewniki 
Małe, Łagiewniki with the Łagiewniki Forest and 
Arturówek, a fragment of Modrzew, Łodzianka, 
Wilanów, Moskule Stare, Moskuliki, Łukaszew, 
Rogi, Różki, Kolonia Marysin III, Antoniew 
Sikawa, Budy Sikawa, Folwark Sikawa, Stoki, 

Antoniew Stoki, Budy Stoki, Kolonia Jędrowizna, 
Henryków, Janów, the remaining parts of Widzew 
and Zarzew, Augustów, Poręby, Olechów, 
Młynek, Kowalszczyzna, Jędrzejów, Wiskitno, 
the remaining parts of Chojny (Chojny A, B, D, 
E and G, as well as Folwark Chojny), Julianów, 
Komorniki, Stare Chojny, Górki Stare, Górki 
Nowe, Józefów, a small fragment of Starowa Góra, 
the town of Ruda Pabianicka, Chocianowice, 
Charzew, Chocianowiczki, Rokicie Stare, Rokicie 
Wójtostwa, Retkinia Zagrodniki, Retkinia Mała 
Kolonia, Retkinia Długa Kolonia, Lublinek, 
Smulsko, Retkinia Działy, Retkinia Brzózki, 
Retkinia Piaski, Folwark Retkinia, Rokicie Nowe, 
Folwark Brus, Leonów, Stare Złotno, Jagodnica 
Złotno, Kolonia Jagodnica Złotno, Folwark 
Jagodnica Złotno, Kolonia Cyganka, Odzierady, 
a small fragment of Antoniew, Grabieniec, 
Mikołajew, Budy Kałowskie, Kochanówka, Kały, 
Teofilów, Borowiec, Pabianka, Marianów and 
Żabieniec (Koter 2009: 189–190)4. In the next four 

4 Ordinance of the Council of Ministers of 20 December 
1945 on the changes in the boundaries of Lodz city 

Table 1. Incorporations of rural areas to the city of Łódź in the 20th century.
Moments of terri-

torial development
Area incorporated 

to city (ha)
Area after incorpo-

ration (ha) Incorporated rural areas

1906 1072 3811 Żubardź, part of Doły, western part of Widzew and 
Dąbrowa, Dąbrówka Mała, part of Karolew, Brus, 
Rokicie Stare, Rokicie Nowe

1915 2064 5875 part of Żabieniec, Radogoszcz and Julianów grange, 
Bałuty Stare, Bałuty Nowe, Marysin grange, Chojny 
grange, part of Antoniew Stoki, part of Widzew, 
Zarzew and Dąbrowa, part of Rokicie Stare, Rokicie 
Nowe, Rokicie wójtostwo,

1946 15326 21201 part of Radogoszcz, Grabieniec, Mikołajew, Odzi-
erady, part of Antoniew, Brus, Smulsko, Jagodnica 
Złotno and grange, Teofilów, part of Rokicie, Retkinia 
Brzózki, Retkinia Zagrodniki, Retkinia Piaski, Retkin-
ia Długa Kolonia, Retkinia Działy, Złotno, Leonów, 
Kały, Lublinek, Charzew, Chocianowice, Ruda 
Pabianicka, Jędrzejów, Olechów, Budy Sikawa, Budy 
Stoki, Henryków, Janów, Stoki and grange, Sikawa 
and grange, Moskule, Moskuliki, Łagiewniki Małe, 
Łagiewniki grange, Modrzew 

1959–1965 234 21435 Huta Aniołów, part of Starowa Góra, part of Ustronie 
and Olechów

1988 7890 29325 Romanów, Sokołów, Zimna Woda, Nowe Moskule, 
Nowy Imielnik and Wilanów, Srebrna, part of Nowe 
Łagiewniki, part of Wiskitno, Bronisin, Łaskowice, 
Huta Szklana, part of Antoniew, Jagodnica, Andrze-
jów, Feliksin, Nery and Sąsieczno, Mileszki, Nowo-
solna and Wiączyń Górny

Source: own compilation based on historical documents and Szambelan, Stępniewski 2009.
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decades, the administrative territory of Łódź 
did not change much. On 1st January 1959, it 
increased by 2.29 ha of Huta Aniołów, on 31th 
December 1961 – by 21.06 ha of Starowa Góra5, 
and on 1st January 1965 – by a 214-ha fragment of 
Andrespol, including Ustronie and the housing 
estate of Olechów, with the neighbouring rail-
way grounds6. As a result of those changes, Łódź 
area grew to 214.3 km2 and remained as such un-
til 1988 (Bandurka 1995: 164).

Łódź was only slightly damaged during 
World War II. However, the city has completely 
changed its socio-economic structure by losing 
its multicultural character. In practice, the change 
of the political system led to the implementation 
of a centrally planned socialist economy and the 
nationalisation of industry. After the war, the 
structure of Łódź industry gradually changed. 
In addition to textile factories, numerous electro-
mechanical, chemical and clothing plants were 
established. The spatial structure of industry has 
also changed significantly. The process of demol-
ishing outdated downtown industrial buildings 
can be observed. At the same time, industrial 
complexes were located in new districts in the 
city’s peripheral zones, in the place of the former 
villages incorporated into the city. Following 
the development of new industrial structures in 
suburbs, as a result of administrative decisions, 
new housing estates were built primarily in the 
1970s. The new buildings developed mainly in 
the form of multi-family blocks of flats. Large es-
tates in Retkinia, Widzew, Teofilów, Dąbrowa or 
Radogoszcz can be considered as the basic exam-
ples of housing investments in this period (Koter 
2009).

The next territorial change of the city, the last 
one so far, involving the incorporation of the 
neighbouring rural areas, took place at the end of 
the 1980s. The social consultations, which were 
an expression of certain democratisation of so-
cio-political life, provided the basis for changing 

(Journal of Laws No. 4, item 35 of 13 February 1946).
5 Ordinance of the Council of Ministers of 7 November 

1961 on the changes in the boundaries of Lodz city 
(Journal of Laws No. 50, item 266 as of 23 November 
1961).

6 Ordinance of the Council of Ministers of 13 Novem-
ber 1964 on the changes in the boundaries of Lodz city 
(Journal of laws No. 42, item 282 as of 28 November 
1964).

the city boundaries. The resolution of the National 
Council of Łódź of 29th June 1987, was practically 
introduced on 1st January 1988. As a result, the fol-
lowing rural settlements were incorporated into 
individual administrative districts of Łódź, into 
Bałuty: Romanów, Zimna Woda and Sokołów 
from the Aleksandrów Łódzki commune; a 
part of the village of Łagiewniki Małe from the 
zgierz commune, as well as Nowe Moskule, 
Nowy Imielnik and Wilanów from the Stryków 
commune; into Widzew: Nowosolna, Mileszki 
and Wiączyń Górny from the Nowosolna com-
mune, as well as Sąsieczno, Nery, Andrzejów 
and Feliksin from the Andrespol commune; 
into Górna: Huta Szklana from the Andrespol 
commune, Wiskitno las and Wiskitno from the 
Brójce commune, Bronisin from the Rzgów com-
mune, as well as Łaskowice from the Pabianice 
commune; into Polesie: lublinek and a fragment 
of Konstantynów Łódzki, as well as Jagodnica, 
Huta Jagodnicka and part of the village of 
Antoniew from the Aleksandrów Łódzki com-
mune. As a result of the changes, the area of the 
administrative territory of Łódź increased by 78.9 
km2, from 214.3 km2 to 293.3 km2 (Bandurka 1995: 
175)7.

The political changes that took place in 
Poland in 1989 caused a very deep economic cri-
sis in Łódź. In a relatively short period, the vast 
majority of large industrial plants collapsed. As 
a result, a long process of successive depopu-
lation began. In the last decades, the necessary 
economic restructuring has taken place in the 
city, which has increased the importance of the 
services, including metropolitan ones. Thanks 
to new foreign investments and the functioning 
of special economic zones, new electromechani-
cal and electronics industries have appeared in 
Łódź. The transport network was expanded or 
significantly improved in the city and its vicini-
ty. Increased suburbanisation on a spatial level 
caused the development of new housing estates 
in the periphery, including areas of former vil-
lages incorporated into the city in the second half 
of the 20th century. At the same time, one of the 
most typical urban transformations for Łódź was 

7 Resolution of the National Council of lodz city No. 
XXVII/161/87 of 29 June1987 on the changes in the 
boundaries of Lodz city (Monitor Polski No. 25, item 
205 as of 4 September 1987).
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the revitalisation of nineteenth-century industrial 
complexes and the development of new residen-
tial, office, commercial and recreation complexes. 
It is characteristic that these processes were ac-
companied by great spatial, functional and social 
changes.

Morphological evolution of rural 
settlements within the boundaries of 
Łódź before the incorporation in the 
20th century

The contemporary spatial structure of Łódź 
is very complicated, taking into account genetic, 

physiognomic, morphological and functional 
aspects. It was formed as a result of several cen-
turies of urban tissue evolution in the changing 
conditions of the political situation, economic 
systems, and socio-cultural diversity. According 
to Koter (1979), the historical structure of the city 
within the administrative boundaries until 1988 
includes about 200 morphogenetic units. The 
vast majority of them are of rural origin and were 
incorporated and transformed at various stages 
of territorial development in Łódź. This problem 
was analysed in detail in the previous part of 
the article. The studied rural layouts, until their 
incorporation, constituted a diverse set of settle-
ments in terms of their origin and morphological 
features. This is important because the time when 

Fig. 1. Process of incorporation of rural areas into the city of Łodź in 20th century.
Source: own compilation based on Szambelan, Stępniewski 2009.
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the village was established and its layout may 
also determine the possibilities of its transforma-
tion. The analysis of the origin and morphologi-
cal types of villages incorporated into the city al-
lows indicating some regularities. The first group 
includes villages developed in the Middle Ages, 
such as: Łagiewniki, Radogoszcz, Modrzew Kały, 
Wiskitno, Chocianowice, Retkinia, Rogi, Chojny, 
Rokicie, Bałuty, Moskule, Stoki, Widzew, Doły, 
Złotno, Mileszki. These are the settlements estab-
lished under so-called Polish and German law. 
Some villages were developed in an evolutionary 
way and haven’t been regulated. One can also 
observe the process of foundation of new vil-
lages or regulation of the villages already exist-
ing. These villages were founded in the planned 
settlement action, and therefore they were very 
regular in shape (Szulc 1995; Koter 1994b). In the 
group of villages founded in the Middle Ages, 
one can distinguish many forms. One of the most 
popular rural settlement patterns was a street vil-
lage, with homesteads situated irregularly or reg-
ularly along the straight road (e.g. Złotno). One 
can identify so called green villages with home-
steads situated around the large oval square as 
well (e.g. Mileszki). Cross-road and multi-roads 
villages were also very typical rural settlement 
patterns characteristic of this type of colonisation 
(e.g. Wiskitno).

In the early Modern Period, a clear change in 
the socio-political system can be observed. As 
a result of refeudalisation, an economy system 
based on obligatory peasant labour developed. 
For this reason, granges began to form on a mas-
sive scale. Sometimes they were created as auton-
omous settlement points around the courtyard 
(e.g. Brus), connected with a colony inhabited 
by peasants, or formed complexes of economic 
and residential buildings directly next to the vil-
lage of earlier origin (e.g. Sokołów, Łagiewniki, 
Moskule, Sikawa, Stoki, Mileszki, Jagodnica, 
Ruda, Chojny, Retkinia, Wiskitno). In this peri-
od many small hamlets were also established in 
Łódź. They came into existence spontaneously as 
a result of deforestation, on clearings. They were 
strongly connected with an early industrial form 
of forest exploitation such as pitch-, potash-, and 
charcoal-making or using the fall of the river 
(e.g. Charzew, lamus, Budy Sikawskie). These 
settlements were characterised by a small form 
and irregular fields. As a result of the Second 

Partition of Poland, the studied area in 1793–
1807 was under the administration of Prussia. 
At the end of the 18th century and the begin-
ning of the 19th century a new colonisation has 
reached the area of today’s Łódź, based main-
ly on settlers of German origin. It covered so-
called Olęder (e.g. Janów, Henryków, Żabieniec, 
Grabieniec, Antoniew) and Prussian settlements 
(e.g. Olechów, Augustów, Starowa Góra). Some 
landlords sold some of their estates and defor-
ested lands for colonists (Baranowski 1974; Koter 
2002a). It is possible to distinguish rural settle-
ments in the form of regular row villages. They 
consist of one or two rows of farmstead situat-
ed side by side down the street. New colonies 
were mostly densely built-up. The pattern of the 
fields was arranged in the form of regular, broad 
stripes belonging to separate owners. Some vil-
lages were planned in a very original form, e.g. 
the spatial structure of the village of Nowosolna 
consisted of eight intersecting roads.

In the second half of the 19th century, major 
changes took place in the settlement network 
of the villages near Łódź, caused by changes 
in agriculture systems and enfranchisement of 
peasants. Many villages were regulated. The 
changes observed in the layout generally includ-
ed the land consolidation and separation of the 
peasant land from the land belonging to noble 
manors. As a result of these settlement pro-
cesses, new villages were formed on the basis 
of pre-existing ones. For example, in the place 
of the former village of Retkinia, the following 
units were established: Retkinia zagrodniki, 
Retkinia Mała Kolonia, Retkinia Długa Kolonia, 
Retkinia Działy, Retkinia Brzózki, Retkinia 
Piaski, Retkinia Folwark. Most of them took the 
form of rows with buildings loosely situated 
along the road and long and narrow field plots. 
Many granges were parcelled and new settle-
ments were established in their place. Only a few 
villages near Łódź have retained their original 
character (e.g. Mileszki).

Morphological transformations of 
former villages incorporated into the 
city on selected examples

All the selected villages have been incorpo-
rated into the city since the mid-20th century. It 
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is characteristic that the spatial reorganisation of 
rural settlement patterns took place in different 
ways and with various intensity. The extent of 
morphological changes in former rural areas, 
depends primarily on intensity of the urban de-
velopment. Therefore, it is very important how 
much time has passed since the incorporation 
into the city and what was the scale and direc-
tion of urbanisation determined by economic 
conditions, including the industrialisation, de-
velopment of the service sector, and investment 
in transport (Koter et al. 1993). Many factors 
influenced the various morphological changes 
in former villages. In the interwar period, the 
dynamics of spatial transformation was limit-
ed by insufficient territorial development in re-
lation to the current housing needs of the city. 
The potential for changes in the urban fabric was 
influenced by the economic crisis, lack of finan-
cial resources and land ownership problems. For 
this reason, the implementation of new housing 
estates took place mainly on suburbia, where 
granges were parcelled and developed in terms 
of urban planning. On the other hand, within 
the administrative boundaries of the city, new 
investments were rather local. The time of the 
Polish People’s Republic was the most impor-
tant period in the urban development of Łódź, 
due to the large scale of changes determined by 
the following factors: enormous expansion of 
the city, nationalisation of industry and trade, 
abolishing the land rent within the city space, 
limiting the integrity of private property and 

easy expropriation, applying the principles of 
a centrally planned economy and spatial plan-
ning, introducing the system of industrial hous-
ing construction and building standardisation 
(Koter 2009: 189). For this reason, large indus-
trial complexes and block housing estates devel-
oped on a large scale in the area of the former 
villages, contrary to the former ownership divi-
sions. Changes in the political and economic sys-
tem after 1989 caused new opportunities for the 
city’s development due to the resumption of the 
principles of the free market and land rent. There 
has been a process of major changes in the city’s 
central zones. At the same time, the uncontrolled 
expansion of residential areas began, especially 
in the form of single-family housing estates. It 
covered the city’s peripheral areas, i.e. the area 
of former villages, where urban changes at the 
turn of the 21st century were most noticeable.

Now I turn to the analysis of the final results of 
studies on the problem of morphological changes 
in the former villages incorporated into the city. 
On the basis of a comparative analysis of maps 
and other sources it was possible to identify three 
basic groups of rural settlement patterns, which 
differ taking into account the extent of morpho-
logical transformations in connection with differ-
ent conditions. In this part of the article I would 
like to analyse the diversity of layout changes on 
selected examples of former villages represent-
ing the distinguished categories and discuss the 
problem of preservation of historical rural settle-
ment patterns.

Fig. 2. Morphological changes in the former village of Mileszki.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P41 S29 H) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1936 (German 

copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.
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The first category includes rural settlement 
patterns in which slight morphological changes 
can be observed. The former villages are char-
acterised by short spatial development after the 
recent incorporation and relatively low intensity 
of urbanisation in the city’s peripheral areas. The 
analysed type is represented by the villages of 
Mileszki and Chocianowice. Mileszki is a village 
that was founded in the Middle Ages and is one 
of the oldest settlements located in today’s Łódź. 
The first historical mention of the village dates 
from 1393 and refers to the records of the land 
court. However, it can be assumed that Mileszki 
was established much earlier. The village was 
a noble property and belonged, among others, 
to the Romiszewski and Stokowski families. 
The layout took the form of an oval village. The 
buildings concentrated around the oval square. 
The whole village habitat was regular and rec-
tangular in shape. The fields were divided into 
several plot complexes. The plots in the middle 
field have a direction consistent with the course 
of the habitat plots, while the plots in the side 
complexes are perpendicular (Koter 1994b). The 
village was incorporated into the city in 1988 and 
is located in the eastern part of today’s Łódź. The 
morphogenetic core retained its original form. 
In the centre of the village there is still a square 
with a pond and residential buildings, including 
farm homesteads. The land parcelling that took 
place in Mileszki caused a partial spatial devel-
opment along the communication axis running 
through the habitat and along former field roads. 
However, these modifications did not signifi-
cantly change the morphological features of the 

historical layout. In addition, despite multiple 
ownership divisions, the outline of the original 
complexes of fields can still be seen in the cultur-
al landscape.

The first historical mention of Chocianowice 
is from 1398, but the origin of the village proba-
bly dates back to the early Middle Ages. Until the 
end of the 18th century, the settlement belonged 
to the Kraków chapter, then it became govern-
ment property and in 1840 it was privatised (the 
property was bought by M. lubowidzki) (Baruch 
1903: 246–247, 294). Originally, Chocianowice 
had the compact form of a street village. In the 
second half of the 19th century, as a result of land 
regulation, it was transformed into a row village. 
The buildings were located quite loosely, usual-
ly on one side of a long and straight road. The 
farms were accompanied by long and narrow 
plots of land, perpendicular to the village axis. 
Chocianowice was incorporated into Łódź short-
ly after the end of World War II, but nevertheless 
has largely preserved its former agrarian charac-
ter. Due to its peripheral location in relation to 
the planning directions of residential and indus-
trial buildings, it avoided major reconstruction 
of its spatial structure. A comparative analysis of 
the maps shows that the rural settlement pattern 
has not undergone a significant transformation. 
The changes primarily involved increasing the 
density of built-up areas and the partial appear-
ance of single-family housing on the other side of 
the road. In this case we are dealing with ortho-
morphic changes, when all spatial modifications 
were mainly additions and did not destroy the 
morphogenetic core, so the initial layouts have 

Fig. 3. Morphological changes in the former village of Chocianowice.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P42 S29 A) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1936 (German 

copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.
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been preserved almost completely. They are 
characterised by clear, historic layout and possi-
ble morphological modifications have been rela-
tively small and insignificant.

The second category includes rural settle-
ment patterns in which significant but incom-
plete morphological changes can be observed. 
The former villages are characterised by long 
spatial development associated with the incor-
poration and average intensity of urbanisation 
in the city’s peripheral areas or the significant 
intensity of urbanisation but relatively short spa-
tial development associated with the incorpora-
tion to the city. The analysed type is represented 
by the villages of Nowosolna and Łagiewniki. 
Nowosolna was founded in 1801 by Prussian 
authorities who took possession of this area as a 
result of the partitions of Poland. The develop-
ment of a new settlement (called Neu Sulzfeld) in 
the place of the formerly existing royal village of 

Wiączyń was possible due to the high activity of 
Bernhard Zimmermann (Woźniak 2013: 109–100; 
Figlus 2017: 200–204). The layout of Nowosolna 
was very original because it used a radial form. 
The homesteads were arranged at regular inter-
vals on both sides of eight straight roads. In addi-
tion, eight auxiliary rays were used to divide the 
fields. In the centre of the layout was a square, 
and next to it there were lands used by the entire 
community, associated with socio-cultural and 
religious functions. Nowosolna was incorporat-
ed into the city in 1988. When we compare the 
village layout based on the map from the first half 
of the 20th century and today’s map, we will see 
clear morphological differences. The analysed 
area has become very attractive for new housing 
investments. As a result of high interest in pur-
chasing land in the city’s peripheral zone, large 
fragments of the former village were divided into 
small plots for housing purposes. In a relatively 

Fig. 4. Morphological changes in the former village of Nowosolna.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P41 S29 H) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1936 (German 

copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.

Fig. 5. Morphological changes in the former village of Łagiewniki.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P41 S29 D) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1935 (German 

copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.
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short time new roads were marked out along for-
mer field roads and new residential estates began 
to develop. At the same time, due to the devel-
opment of single-family housing, farm buildings 
were constantly disappearing. The most intense 
morphological changes took place in the south-
west of the former village. In other sectors, e.g. 
the north-west, the transformation was small 
and involves increasing the density of buildings. 
Despite the discussed processes, the morphoge-
netic core in the form of eight intersecting roads 
is still visible in the city landscape.

Łagiewniki was a village that was annexed 
to Łódź in 1946. The first historical mention of 
this settlement comes from the late 14th centu-
ry, while the name may suggest a much earlier 
origin. Originally, it was a prince’s village, then 
it became a noble property. For centuries it be-
longed to the Stokowski, Karnkowski, zawisza 
and Zaręba families. In 1886, the village came 
into possession of the Heinzl family of factory 
owners from Łódź, who built a palace on the site 
of the former manor house. The central part of 
Łagiewniki included a residential complex, next 
to which a grange was built, consisting of farm 
buildings situated around a square courtyard 
and houses for peasants. An important element 
of the layout of the village was the religious com-
plex. It was made up of the Franciscan church 
and monastery from the 17th century (Gramsz 
2002). As a result of the nationalisation carried 
out after World War II, the manor-farm complex 
was confiscated and became state property, and 
then changed its function completely. This deci-
sion caused a partial transformation of the rural 
settlement pattern of Łagiewniki. The process of 
the parcelling of the manor land previously be-
longing to the Heinzl family began. In this way, 
large blocks were divided into smaller plots of 
land and new areas for housing investment were 
gradually developed. As one can see on today’s 
map, new roads were marked out along which a 
single-family housing estate and a hospital were 
established. Despite these changes, elements of 
the historical structure have been clearly pre-
served in the form of relics of the palace and man-
or complex, as well as the remains of the church 
and monastery. In this case we are dealing with 
semi-metamorphic transformations, where the 
spatial reorganisation was considerable, but not 
total, and saved clear relics of the historical rural 

settlement pattern, so the initial layouts have 
been partially preserved. They are characterised 
by the durability of the historic layout, and all 
spatial changes were quite significant, but did not 
result in the complete disappearance of the origi-
nal structure. Transformation of rural settlement 
patterns has been primarily limited to external 
changes which include the process of spatial ex-
pansion of built-up areas along the main and side 
roads or the dispersed development within the 
former fields.

The third category includes layouts in which 
very significant and complete changes can be 
observed. The former villages are characterised 
by very high intensity of urbanisation in city’s 
peripheral areas and relatively long spatial de-
velopment associated with the incorporation to 
the city. The analysed type is represented by the 
villages of Grabieniec and Retkinia. Grabieniec 
was established near Łódź as part of the Olęder 
colonisation, probably around 1793, which is 
confirmed by the analysis of the Prussian map 
from that period. It was developed in the noble 
estates, on the initiative of the owner of the vil-
lage of Kały. For this reason, the settlement was 
initially called Olędery Kałowskie (Baranowski 
1974: 21; Goldberg 1957: 88). It came into exist-
ence as a result of deforestation, on clearings. 
The built-up area took the form of a one-sided, 
row village. The buildings were situated along 
a curve, an arched road and consisted of sever-
al homesteads. At each farm there was a field in 
the form of narrow plot. Grabieniec was incorpo-
rated into the city immediately after the end of 
World War II. Due to urban planning decisions, 
this area was designed for the development of a 
large industrial and residential complex. North 
of the former village, the Industrial Teofilów 
district was established. There were ‘Elta’, pro-
ducing transformers and electrical equipment, 
‘Stomil’, producing rubber boots, ‘Teofilów’, pro-
ducing clothes and a number of smaller factories. 
South of Aleksandrowska Street, in the 1970s, 
three large housing estates were built gradually. 
Two of them covered the area of the former vil-
lage of Grabieniec: S. Żeromskiego estate (eastern 
part of Grabieniec), occupied the area between 
Traktorowa and Kaczeńcowa Streets and in the 
south it reached beyond Rojna Street. The pre-
dominant architectural form in this housing es-
tate was the standard five-storey blocks of flats. 
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The second one, M. Konopnicka estate (western 
part of Grabieniec) extended from Kaczeńcowa 
to Wici and Szczecińska Street and included also 
several high-rise buildings but it also consists 
of built-up areas in a terraced form (Koter 2009: 
199–200). As a result of the comparative analysis 
of the maps, it can be concluded that the layout of 
the former village has completely disappeared.

Retkinia is a village founded in the Middle 
Ages. The first mention of its existence comes 
from the late 14th century. Until the end of the 
18th century it was church and then government 
property. In 1841, the settlement was privatised. 
As a result of land consolidation and reorganisa-
tion, the village was divided into: long Colony 
and Short Colony as well as zagrodniki. The 
changes in Retkinia’s layout reflected the cur-
rent socio-agrarian structure of the population. 

Retkinia Folwark was separated from the former 
area of the village, and a few smaller colonies – 
Działy, Piaski and Brzóski – were based on its 
partial division (Załuska 1914: 217; Szlązak 2016: 
14–15). As a result of regulations, row villages 
with loosely situated buildings along the road 
were erected. Retkinia was incorporated into the 
city in 1946. The development of industry and 
the increase in the city’s population determined 
the need for urgent housing investments. In the 
second half of the 1970s, the construction of the 
largest Łódź housing estate of Retkinia began 
and was divided into several stages. New roads 
have been marked out in the area of the newly 
built district, usually contrary to the course of the 
previously existing communication system and 
ownership divisions. During several years of in-
tensive construction, new housing estates were 

Fig. 6. Morphological changes in the former village Grabieniec.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P41 S29 G) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1935/1936 period 

(German copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.

Fig. 7. Morphological changes in the former village of Retkinia.
Source: Detailed topographic map (sheet P42 S29 A) issued by the Military Geographic Institute in 1936 (German 

copy from 1940) and the present topographic map from the national geoportal: www.geoportal.gov.pl.
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developed consisting of blocks of flats (Hufcowa – 
Botanik, Balonowa – Retkinia Południe, Retkinia 
Północ, Śródmieście Południe – Sympatyczna). 
The historical settlements of Retkinia Piaski and 
Retkinia zagrodniki have been urbanised and 
many elements of their spatial layouts, as well 
as the relics of old buildings have been adapted 
(Koter 2009: 201). In this case we are dealing with 
metamorphic transformations, when almost all 
elements of the former morphological structure 
have been completely erased and the initial lay-
outs have been totally changed. They are char-
acterised by a complete disappearance of the 
historic layout, where the spatial changes have 
been very significant, therefore there are almost 
no traces of the former morphological structure.

Discussion

The settlements that were incorporated into 
the city are gradually losing their rural character, 
including low building density, predominance of 
arable land (Cherry 1976; Cloke, Goodwin 1992) 
and landscape specificity, which is character-
ised by extensive land use (Gilg 1985; Whitby, 
Willis 1978). Morphological transformations of 
former villages resulting from functional chang-
es are characteristic of all major cities in Poland, 
not only in Łódź (Miszewska 1996; Miszewska, 
Szmytkie 2015, 2017). These processes are mani-
fested in the expansion of urban investment areas 
and new elements of infrastructure (Smailes 1975; 
Bassand 1982). The analysed changes are often an 
effect of the so-called semiurbanisation, defined 
as socio-economic and morphological transfor-
mations of villages, resulting in the formation of 
a settlement form which is transitional between 
the village and the city (Golachowski 1965).

The large-scale urbanisation of villages results 
in the disappearance of the dichotomous division 
of settlements as an effect of the phenomenon of 
rural-urban continuum (Kirk 1980; Sokołowski 
1999; Krzysztofik 2008). According to Bański 
(2008), the components with indistinct bounda-
ries can be distinguished, i.e. a city, a suburban 
area and rural areas, which corresponds to the 
model: centre – transition zone – periphery. The 
villages located in the continuum zone are grad-
ually changing their historical layout, and some 
of them are then joined to the city as a result of 

administrative decisions. For some villages, in-
corporation becomes an impulse for significant 
changes in spatial development and physiog-
nomy of buildings (Pacione 2001; Maik 1992; 
Słodczyk 2003). The analysis of spatial changes 
carried out by the author within the borders of 
Łódź confirms this tendency. As the formal sta-
tus changes, morphological transformations oc-
cur with varying intensity.

The issue of the incorporated villages can be 
related to the theoretical concept of urban sprawl 
(Chin 2002). It is a process of ‘spreading the city’ 
beyond the administrative boundaries. It occurs 
in its suburban area and may result in the grad-
ual attachment of the surrounding villages. The 
spatial development of the city should be treat-
ed as the expansion of the urban area and the in-
crease of all morphological elements, including 
roads and buildings (Berbesz, Szmytkie 2016). 
Diffusion and succession are characteristic pro-
cesses for transformations in the functional and 
spatial structure of villages incorporated into the 
city (Słodczyk 2003). The concept of diffusion 
in the field of urban space analysis means the 
spread of a given type of development into new 
areas, while the concept of succession should be 
understood as a conversion of one type of land 
use into another.

The most important socio-economic processes 
that take place today in suburban areas and for-
mer villages related to cities include migrations, 
dynamic development of individual housing, 
diversification of the spatial structure, develop-
ment of non-agricultural activities and disap-
pearance of agricultural production (Bański 2008; 
Szmytkie 2014). Morphological transformations 
of former villages can result from both concen-
tration and dispersion of built-up areas. On the 
one hand, new housing developments are found-
ed in conjunction with the existing one, which in 
consequence extends the former village’s habitat. 
On the other hand, new urban housing estates 
degrade the traditional rural landscape. At the 
same time, former agricultural lands are divided 
into small plots, which means that the residen-
tial areas develop within former arable fields 
(Miszewska 1996; Wójcik 2013).

Conzen (1960) analysed the morphological 
transformation process. As a result, he distin-
guished four phases of the so-called urban cy-
cle: initial phase, filling phase, climax phase and 
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recession phase. It can be said that the initial 
phase corresponds to the author’s first stage of 
changes, in which the village retains its original 
spatial arrangement from the time of incorpora-
tion, the filling phase corresponds to the second 
stage of changes, in which successive expansion 
of buildings takes place within the former set-
tlement, or in its close vicinity, while the climax 
phase corresponds to the third stage of changes, 
when the transformation of the building struc-
ture is complete and results in the disappearance 
of the spatial layout from the time before the in-
corporation. The recession phase was not identi-
fied in the study area.

According to the Conzenian School, Koter 
(1994a) identified three types of morphologi-
cal changes: the filling process, which involves 
the implementation of additional elements into 
previously formed spatial structures (the densi-
ty of buildings changes and plots are divided); 
the process of supplementation, which involves 
the formation of new urban units, in addition to 
those of older origin and the transformation pro-
cess that implies the radical reconstruction of ex-
isting spatial structures and foundation of new, 
more functional and more fashionable forms. 
Similar processes were noticed in the examined 
villages within the borders of Łódź.

In the study three basic categories of morpho-
logical transformations have been distinguished 
(orthomorphic, semi-metamorphic and meta-
morphic). The proposed typology of morpholog-
ical changes refers in general to an analogous di-
vision suggested by Conzen (1962). Research on 
the morphological transformation of the former 
villages incorporated into Łódź confirms the re-
sults of similar studies carried out by Berbesz and 
Szmytkie (2016), who identified the initial phase, 
the transformation phase, and the final phase, de-
pending on the expansion of built-up areas and 
the preservation of former village layouts, which 
are situated within the city borders at present.

Conclusions

The scope of the research included morpho-
logical changes of villages incorporated into the 
city on the example of Łódź. It is characteristic 
that the transformation process of rural settle-
ment patterns took place in different ways and 

with various intensity depending mostly on the 
scale of urbanisation related to functional tran-
sition from rural activity to other forms of eco-
nomic development. On the basis of the compar-
ison of the spatial layout from the period before 
World War II and the contemporary plan, it is 
possible to describe the scale of transformation. 
As a result of the low intensity of the urbanisa-
tion process in this period one can observe only 
slight morphological changes in peripheral ar-
eas of the city. All the observed morphological 
changes are insignificant and they have mostly 
the form of minor additional modification, there-
fore the former layout is almost entirely pre-
served. In many of the analysed rural settlement 
patterns, one can identify the areas that are char-
acterised by a significant scale of urbanisation. 
In this case it was possible to identify the consid-
erable but incomplete morphological changes. 
In the former villages which represent this type 
of transformation, the morphogenetic core was 
still visible in the cultural landscape. Meanwhile, 
most of the changes identified were related to the 
expansion in the former fields. The third group 
of the analysed villages refers to the most intense 
spatial development of the city. One can observe 
a very large scale of the urbanisation process, 
which is possible thanks to socio-economic de-
velopment. In this case one can identify the to-
tal morphological changes, and the former rural 
settlement patterns were completely deformed 
and transformed into new urban structures. It is 
characteristic that for all these examples there is 
a gradual or rapid disappearance of the former 
morphological features.

As a result of the research on former villag-
es on peripheral or semi-peripherial areas of the 
city, it was possible to make a generalisation and 
propose some typology of morphological trans-
formations. Three basic types of the identified 
spatial changes of the incorporated rural settle-
ment patterns can be distinguished based on the 
analyses carried out:
 – orthomorphic transformations, where all spa-

tial modifications were mainly additions and 
did not destroy the morphogenetic core, so 
the former layouts have been preserved al-
most completely;

 – semi-metamorphic transformations, where 
the spatial reorganisation was considerable, 
but not total, and saved clear relics of the his-
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torical rural settlement pattern, so the former 
layouts have been partially preserved;

 – metamorphic transformations, where almost 
all elements of the former morphological 
structure have been completely erased and the 
historical layouts have been totally changed.
Due to the varied scale of morphological 

changes resulting from urbanisation process-
es, many former villages incorporated into the 
city have preserved relics of their historical spa-
tial structure. This makes it possible to separate 
three basic types of rural settlement patterns, 
taking into account the criterion of preserving 
the features of the layout from the period before 
incorporation:
 – well preserved rural settlement patterns (the 

former layouts have been completely or al-
most completely preserved); they are charac-
terised by clear morphological features from 
the period before incorporation and possible 
spatial modifications were relatively small 
and insignificant,

 – partially preserved rural settlement patterns; 
they are characterised by partial durability of 
the former layout, and all spatial changes were 
quite significant, but did not result in the com-
plete disappearance of the original structure,

 – poorly preserved rural settlement patterns 
(the former layouts have not been preserved 

or are residual); they are characterised by the 
complete disappearance of the morphological 
features from the period before incorporation, 
and the spatial changes have been very signif-
icant, therefore there are almost no traces of 
the former morphological structure).
According to the proposed typologies, the 

orthomorphic changes of the layout correspond 
to well-preserved rural settlement patterns, the 
semi-metamorphic changes shaped the layouts, 
which are partly preserved, while the metamor-
phic changes of the layout are responsible for the 
development of rural settlement patterns that are 
poorly preserved or which former morphological 
features have completely disappeared.

It is possible to distinguish the three main 
stages of morphological transformation in con-
nection with functional changes:
1. First stage (initial phase, in which the village 

retains its original spatial arrangement from 
the time of incorporation, e.g. Mileszki, Cho-
cianowice),

2. Second stage (transitional phase in which 
successive expansion of buildings takes place 
within the location of the former settlement, 
e.g. Nowosolna or in its close vicinity after the 
incorporation, e.g. Łagiewniki),

3. Third stage (advanced phase, when the trans-
formation of the building structure is com-

Fig. 8. Model of relations between typologies of morphological transformations 
and preservation of rural settlement patterns incorporated into the city.

Source: own compilation.
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plete and leads to the disappearance of the 
spatial layout from the time before the incor-
poration, e.g. Retkinia, Grabieniec).
In relation to many former villages previous-

ly analysed, after World War II, the authorities 
decided to create new housing estates near large 
industrial complexes, new communication routes 
appeared, and some areas after the political and 
economic changes in 1989 gave the opportunity 
for the development of new housing investments 
for many development companies. The dynamics 
of morphological transformations and the dura-
tion of individual phases depend on various fac-
tors. However, it seems that the dominant role is 
played by the distance from the centre and the 
main communication routes, or the direction of 
the spatial and functional development of the city.
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